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FESTIVAL CO-DIRECTORS’ REMARKS 

 

A very good afternoon to everyone present here and a big thank you to our               

guest of honour YB Datuk Haji Abdul Karim Rahman Hamzah, our Minister of             

Tourism, Arts and Culture, and also Minister of Youth and Sports.  

 

As we step over the threshold of yet another edition of WAK, it seems surreal               

as it was only not so long ago we were gathered at this same landmark to mark                 

the inaugural WAK three years ago. Since then the WAK movement has grown             

from strength to strength. Marina and I are thrilled to see that it has really               

been adopted as our creative community’s platform on which to showcase           

their talents and pursuits.  

 

In these past three years, we have met and seen many talented Sarawakians             

excite our audiences and have progressed further in their respective genres.           

We like to believe that WAK, being one of their showcases, has played a small               

role in their current successes.  

  



 

One thing that is more evident however is the success of WAK in bringing              

together creatives from all genres and creating greater networks to the benefit            

of everyone. Now, wordsmiths can easily contact and collaborate with visual           

artists, musicians can team up with dancers, theatre directors can collaborate           

with dance choreographers, etc. The adage of ‘working in silos’ was one of the              

grouse that was sounded by our creative community pre-WAK and we are            

thrilled that WAK has managed to become the bridge to foster great            

camaraderie within our creative communities.  

 

Our creative standard has also been elevated over these past years with more             

collaborations and exchanges with more established artists from outside of          

Kuching and Sarawak. More of our local Kuching and Sarawak performers are            

regularly performing abroad to international audiences. To further encourage         

this movement, WAK will endeavour to forge partnerships with similar festivals           

overseas to foster meaningful artist exchange programmes.  

 

Creatives, do your best at WAK as we can expect directors and festival             

managers to use WAK more and more as ‘hunting ground’ for selecting suitable             

performers for their own events. Even now our RWMF Artistic Director           

frequents WAK events to scout for suitable showcases for RWMF.  

 

 



 

Managing and directing this rapidly growing festival is a joy for our team. Even              

though the challenges seem to be rising incrementally, we are deeply inspired            

by our highly energised community to raise our standards and provide even            

greater avenues for collaborations. We are now pleased to provide handbooks           

and guides to would-be collaborators who are considering to stage their events            

at WAK. Such strategies will greatly facilitate our management processes          

moving forward.  

 

On the marketing front, we are very pleased to be working closely with the              

Ministry of Tourism, Arts & Culture (MTAC), the Sarawak Tourism Board (STB),            

Sarawak Conventions Bureau, Sarawak Tourism Federation, Association of        

Sarawak Inbound Travel Agents and all related government and         

non-government agencies to spread the word to encourage greater visitor          

arrivals. It is only through such synergy that we can strategically maximise our             

resources for better results.  

 

Thank you also to members of the press and the media for being so supportive               

all these while. Your valuable contributions via airtime, print space and social            

media reach have aided immensely to WAK’s cause. We look forward to            

greater collaborations with you all again this year.  

 

 



 

Distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen, none of what WAK has achieved to            

date can be possible without the steadfast support of our main sponsor, The             

Government of Sarawak via Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture (MTAC)           

represented here by our biggest supporter YB Datuk Haji Abdul Karim Rahman            

Hamzah. YB Datuk, we sincerely thank you for believing in our community and             

our cause. Be rest assured that the WAK community will continue to do our              

part to ensure that our city and state become a leader in the creative field not                

only in the nation but in the world.  

 

As YB Datuk will launch our Call for Proposals later today, we urge all creatives               

to submit your proposals for your events and let us make WAK 2020 in October               

the biggest one yet. WAK remains very much ‘By the Community, For the             

Community’. 

 

Thank you once again for your presence here. 

 

END 

 

 

 

  


